
 

The Doji Sandwich 

High Probability Pattern Setup 
The graphics of candlesticks provide one major element of chart analysis, 

consistency in human nature. The Doji Sandwich is a result of the consistent 

aspects of human nature. It provides an extremely high probability result. 

Candlestick graphics of the Doji Sandwich and/or the setup of a Doji Sandwich are 

visually easy to identify. Understanding the investor sentiment that creates a 

signal also allows for the understanding of the high expectation results after 

witnessing the Doji Sandwich signal.  

Candlestick analysis utilizes very simple scanning techniques to find reversal 

patterns and signals. This is true when searching for a Doji Sandwich pattern 

setup. However, scanning for this signal/pattern is usually circumvented by 

witnessing reversal patterns themselves. The Doji Sandwich usually occurs after 

the initial reversal signal has been identified. This basically consists of a 

candlestick reversal signal that involved a large bullish candle. 

The formation of a Doji Sandwich has three basic elements: 

1. A large candlestick formation, usually indicating confirmation of a reversal. 

2. A positive open at or near the previous day's close, with trading resulting in a  

    Doji. 

3. The third day opens positive and produces a bullish candle with usually the 



     same magnitude as day one. 

(The time frames for the illustrations will be described as daily time frames but 

candlestick signals/patterns work on all time frames, from the 1 minute chart to 

the monthly chart.) 

        Easy Visual Recognition 

The visual recognition of the Doji Sandwich has elements in its creation that 

anticipates an extremely high probability result based on each individual 

candlestick signal in the formation. This is the result/expectation of what occurs in 

human nature. After a big price move in any trading entity, whether it is an 

individual stock or an index, there are expected results. There is usually some 

consolidation. Because of the graphics of candlesticks, this consolidation day can 

usually be identified as a Doji day. Witnessing the Doji day now makes for an 

extremely high probability expectation of a Doji Sandwich formation. 

Applying the simple rules of candlestick signals makes entering a Doji Sandwich 

potential at the ultimate entry-level. This relates to the simple Doji rule. The Doji 

rule involves one simple "high probability" element. The trend/price will usually 

move in the direction of how the price opens in the next time frame after a Doji. 

This allows the candlestick investor to be prepared for a profitable trade upon 

witnessing a positive open after the Doji day. It also creates an expected result. 

The price move of day three is usually going to be equivalent to the price move 

of the candle body prior to the Doji day. 

Having the knowledge of what the expected results are for day three becomes a 

very effective day-trading strategy. It produces the probabilities of not only being 

in a positive trade, but also the magnitude of the trade is known. There is an 

additional bullish facet for the swing trader. The appearance of a Doji Sandwich 

signal produces a high probability that prices will continue higher.



Doji Sandwich expectations

ADSK
Direction of the stochastics

 

As illustrated in the ADSK chart, the first major bullish candle formed a Bullish 

Engulfing signal in the oversold condition. The following day opened positive and 

formed a Doji. Positive trading on the third day made the T-line the likely target. 

The stochastics, coming out of the oversold condition, was additional 

confirmation that a reversal had occurred. Knowing the probabilities are relatively 

strong that the uptrend will occur following a bullish Doji Sandwich, the trading 

above the T-line was additional confirmation. 

Anticipating a bullish trend provided more credibility to the formation of a 

candlestick pattern. The relatively flat trading prior to the pullback and then the 

upward reversal was demonstrating the Scoop pattern. Adding together the 

knowledge that a Scoop pattern usually results in a strong uptrend and the strong 



uptrend potential was starting with a Doji Sandwich, which was also resolving and 

indicating further upside movement, the probabilities of being in a strong price 

move becomes extremely high.

Doji Sandwich Expectations

TNGA

What would be the
expected  target

 

The TNGA chart demonstrates a Doji Sandwich that makes the next target, the 50-

day moving average (the blue line), the likely target. Witnessing the fact that the 

50-day moving average was not acting as resistance indicated the Doji Sandwich 

breakout was going to produce more upside potential. The important factor in 

this chart analysis is that a positive open after the Doji made for a high probability 

bullish trade. 



Doji Sandwich Expectations

SNDK

What does a positive 
open  Indicate?

 

The expected results of a Doji Sandwich help an investor evaluate whether 

potential resistance levels are going to continue as actual resistance levels. 

A positive open after a Doji-type day right on a major resistance level immediately 

reveals whether that resistance level is going to continue. There would be 

expectations of a positive open based on the previous signal, the “Best Friend” 

signal. The Doji at the bottom of a trend, followed by a gap up, is the “Best 

Friend” signal. Add the additional bullish confirmation, the price gapping up at the 

T-line and going positive from there, would be a good candlestick signal indication 

that a strong uptrend was in progress. And the stochastics were in an upward 

direction. All this visual information would be added to the evaluation. Then, a 

positive open, confirming the Doji rule and indicating the 50 day moving average 

was not going to act as resistance, made the Doji Sandwich breakout an extremely 

high probability profitable trade. 



 

A very common and high probability reversal is the McMuffin pattern. This is a 

Morning Star signal followed by a Doji Sandwich. Or a “Morning Sandwich”, thus 

the McMuffin. The Morning Star signal is a very high probability candlestick 

reversal signal. When followed by an indecisive trading day, especially right at the 

T-line which could still possibly be a resistance level, the Doji rule becomes an 

important factor. The Doji rule simply states that the price/trend is usually going 

to move in the direction of how prices open after the Doji. As seen in this 

example, a positive open was a good indication the prices were going to move 

higher. It also produced the prospect of a Doji Sandwich, meaning the movement 

on the day following the Doji was going to be the same magnitude as the day 

prior to the Doji. This would immediately indicate the T-line was not going to act 

as resistance, making the reversal a true candlestick reversal signal followed by a 

close above the T-line. The assumptions are based on the high probability results, 

which are based on what usually occurs in human nature. 



 

 

A Doji Sandwich is usually indicated by a positive open following the Doji. As can 

be seen in this Dow chart, there was a setup for a McMuffin pattern provided 

prices open positive after the Doji. This wouldn’t have induced any immediate 

buying. However, upon seeing the selling being reversed, and producing a bullish 

candle by coming back up through the open price, it could be assumed that a 

bullish close was going to create a Doji Sandwich setup, confirming an uptrend 

was in progress. Having the knowledge of what candlestick signals and patterns 

illustrate allows a candlestick investor to take advantage of price moves much 

earlier than other technical analysis. 



The bearish Doji sandwich

DOW

The Doji sandwich become  relevant
when a potential support level might
be breached.

 

The expectations of a Doji Sandwich can be both on the bullish side as well as the 

bearish side. It provides an immediate indication as to whether a support level is 

going to continue as support. As illustrated in the Dow chart, a lower open after 

the Doji right on the support level provided immediate information the support 

level wasn’t likely going to remain as a support. This creates the visual 

confirmation that a new dynamic has occurred in the market, allowing for 

aggressive shorting. The fact that the day prior to the Doji is usually going to be 

the same magnitude of the day following the Doji makes it much easier to that a 

new trend is in progress. Having the ability to analyze what the overall market 

trend is doing allows for better allocation of long and short positions in the 

portfolio. 



Be prepared

WM
A lower open produces high probabilities
the downtrend is going to continue

The major point of candlestick analysis is to take advantage of what should be 

expected based on reoccurring patterns. As seen in the waste management chart, 

a Bearish Harami started the downtrend. A close below the T-line followed by a 

Doji below the T-line and the stochastics curling back down makes for an 

extremely high probability short trade. Knowing what will occur if it opens lower 

allows for an immediate short position entry. This can be further confirmed. If the 

premarket futures of the general market are trading lower prior to the open, the 

probabilities of a good short trade become increased. A Bearish Doji Sandwich 

would then make the next support level, the 50-day moving average, the next 

likely target. On the other hand, a positive open would imply a J-hook pattern 

could be in progress, keeping an investor from executing a short position. 

 



Candlestick analysis is created by the reoccurring formations that occur in 

investor sentiment. Knowing what to expect after each signal or pattern allows 

the candlestick investor to move with much more confidence entering and exiting 

trades. As can be seen in the ALDR chart, numerous factors can be put into the 

evaluation. A Morning Star signal occurring right on the 50-day moving average 

closing above the T-line, followed by a Doji Sandwich, were all in place. This all 

occurring with stochastics coming out of the oversold condition. 

Improving the probabilities

ALDR

 

The Doji Sandwich is a very easy chart pattern to recognize. The setup for a Doji 

Sandwich is easy to recognize. And a major facet of the expectations of a Doji 

Sandwich is that the price is moving in a positive direction after the Doji Sandwich 

signal. 

The signal potential is identified by a large bullish candle followed by a Doji. 

Applying the simple Doji rule, knowing that the price would usually move in the 

direction of how prices open after a Doji, allows a candlestick investor to expect a 

Doji Sandwich setup immediately. A positive open after the Doji allows for a high 



probability trade setup. Even if the entry is not performed on the positive open 

after the Doji, the Doji Sandwich pattern still provides a high probability that the 

uptrend is continuing. (The same scenario works in a downtrend also.) 


